
2000 “nll?aded
Mobil Synergy 2000 is a cleaner burning unleaded petrol for drivers

who seek affordable quality. Blended with similar chlorine-free

detergents as used in Mobil Synergy 8000, Mobil Synergy 2000

will effectively maintain the cleanliness of your entire fuel intake

system, while also providing excellent corrosion protection.

J 8000

JGas

Keep engines running cleaner.

Added corrosion protaction.

Smoother running.

Lead free.

Cleaner emissions.

LrP lead replacement

In 2002 the Federal Government will abolish the use of lead in

gasoline. In recognition of community expectations, Mobil

has proactively introduced a lead replacement petrol as part

of its new generation fuel system. Mobil has ensured that the

removal of lead does not mean the driving experience is altered

or diminished, or that engine modifications are required for

pre-1986 vehicles.

Mobil Synergy Lrp is a high octane (96 RON) fuel that provides

a seamless transition from leaded to lead-free petrol.This  is

achieved by additive technology that protects soft exhaust valve

seats through ‘solid lubrication’, giving you many years of

motoring enjoyment, while also being kinder to the environment.

And best of all, as with all fuels in the Mobil Synergy Fuel System,

comes the satisfaction of knowing you’ve made the right choice.

Controls the cleanliness of fuel

injection systems, intake valves

and the combustion chamber.

It also provides excellent

corrosion protection.

A fuel developed for vehicles

previously running on leaded

fuel. Lead free emissions with

the performance of a leaded

fuel. Developed ahead of new

legislation to abolish lead in

petrol in 2002.

All unleaded petrol powered vehicle types,

except where higher octane petrol is

specified by the car manufacturer (for

example, Mobil Synergy 8000).

U/92  RON

All petrol powered vehicles previously using

leaded fuel.

96 RON

Premium quality fuel suitable for use in all diesel-powered engines currently on the road in Australia.The  Cloud Point is

seasonally adjusted to ensure high performance all year round. Mobil Synergy Diesel is the focus of ongoing development

to meet emerging diesel engine technology and changing driver/operator expectations.

Auto LPG gives significant environmental benefits including reduced air toxins, reduced greenhouse gas emissions

and less ozone forming potential. Auto LPG is an economical fuel, which gives you more drive for your dollar.



A new generation
in fuel technology
Rediscover the joy of driving with a

new generation fuel system from Mobil.

From the moment you turn the key,

you’ll feel the difference.

The difference that comes from

knowing you’ve made the right choice.

So whether it’s a quick trip to the shop

or an exhilarating drive down the coas

Mobil has a fuel to meet the needs

of every car, every driver, every time.

t,

Welcome to the Mobil Synergy Fuel System
- Cleaner Burning, Performance Enhancing,
Smile Generating.

From the world leader in fuels technology comes a new
generation of fuels, incorporating fully synthetic additives that
enhance the performance of your vehicle.The Mobil Synergy
Fuel System provides engine economy and efficiency, burns
cleaner making it environmentally responsible, and delivers
unsurpassed quality for your peace of mind. It’s the family of
fuels that’s not only better for vehicles, it’s also better for the
environment and most importantly, better for you.

8000 premium unleaded

A New Generation of Power
Mobil Synergy 8000 is a high octane, high performance fuel for
all cars and all car lovers*. A fuel ahead of its time, designed
for all drivers. It reassures you as only the very best can,
because a quality fuel such as this maximises the efficient
operation of all motor vehicles. It keeps engines running cleaner
and smoother thereby maximising power and efficiency -
while also being kinder to the environment. And the feeling
you get from that is something you just can’t measure.
Mobil Synergy 8000 has the added advantage of a fully synthetic
additive package that provides detergency, lubricity and
corrosion protection.

Here’s how it works.

These detergents also effectively clean fuel injection
systems/carburettors and intake valves, and provide excellent
corrosion protection.This efficient deposit control technology
maximises the performance of engine control systems and helps
minimise exhaust emissions. It all adds up to lower emissions,
more power and smoother drivabiIity.The special lubricating
qualities of this superior fuel protect moving parts, which
reduces wear and extends the life of your fuel delivery system.

Mobil Synergy 8000 is especially beneficial when it comes to
turbocharged and high performance vehicles, allowing
these cars to reach full performance potential. However,
owners of older vehicles will also reap the rewards, as will
drivers of smaller cars who will value the efficiency benefits
of Mobil Synergy 8000.

*Some pre-1986  vehfcles  may require an additive (see I”-store guide)


